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HW Glass is one of the leading names in the realm of UK Glass manufacturers. The company offers
quality glass and takes initiative in ensuring the flawlessness of its entire product line. It caters to
both the commercial and retail markets with its range of glass ranging up to 25 mm thickness.

Glass in different forms are manufactured as per industry norms and are strictly tested for quality,
robustness, finish etc. These find wide application in our day to day life. Different kinds of glass are
ideal for commercial as well as housing sectors these are known for best performance & available at
affordable rates in markets.

Toughened Glass suppliers in UK manufacture huge selection of glass using hi-tech production
treatment techniques. They create variety of glass that differ in coatings, designs & finish by
processing them under controlled thermal & chemical treatments. The whole collection of glass
includes- tempered glass, annealed glass, safety glass, frosted glass etc. These processed glass
are ideal for use in interiors & exteriors of buildings. Such glass find wide application in eyewear,
bottles, windows, vehicles, furniture, kitchenware items, buildings & other structurally loaded
applications.

A member of the Glass and Glazing Federation, the company has attained ISO 9000:2000 as well
as BS EN certification on its product line. It offers complete customized services to its customers
and develops different types of glass in varied thickness, shapes and treatments as per their
requirements. The complete array of glass offered includes- low emmisivity and coated glass,
double glazed units and others that find wide application in plant glazing, windows, furniture,
balustrades etc.

HW Glass is backed by a team of adept professionals having prolonged experience in the
production of glass. They are one of the leading toughened glass suppliers in UK and have attained
a broad client base owing to their quality products and services. The entire spectrum of toughened
glass manufactured by the company meets British Standards with E marking that are ideal for
transport ad land applications. They also develop touhghened laminated glass that are perfect for
overhead glazing and do not shatter when broken. These kind of glass remains intact in the frame
when broken and do not leave any sharp edges.

The spacious production unit of HW Glass spread across 60, 000 sq. ft area is well equipped with
latest machinery that facilitates in manufacturing and processing of different kinds of glass. They are
also capable of taking up bulk projects and endeavor to deliver the consignments within stipulated
time frame. Their warehousing unit helps in easy storage of raw goods and finished items and
accelerates the delivery process.

Since its inception, the company has been offering a wide assortment of glass including- frosted
glass, tempered glass, self cleaning glass and others. These are best in quality, safety and strength
and are perfect for use in vehicles, builing interiors or exteriors and other areas.

The company's website www.hwglass.co.uk offers complete information about the wide variety of
glass availabe in store. One can visit the store or order online as per one's convenience and avail
the best quality glass.
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For more information about durable glass, self cleaning glass, a toughened glass suppliers and
Pyrobelite glass. Please visit our website: a http://www.hwglass.co.uk
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